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Christians consider their religion virtually synonymous with morality, believing there can be no moral

standard without a God to guarantee it, no moral behavior without belief in God and knowledge of

his commandments. Disbelievers are objects of their suspicion, tarred with labels like "relativist" and

"nihilist." But buried under the benign and placid surface of their own theology lies a ticking moral

time bomb, and most of them have never realized the sinister implications of what they purport to

believe. Having his loins girt with a lifelong regard for rational truth, wearing the breastplate of

former fundamentalism and the helmet of biblical scholarship, Robert M. Price does some bomb

squad investigation around the deadly and hidden charge lurking under the moral foundations of

Christianity.
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This is an incredibly well done discussion among the myriad of books on the same topic and are,

shall we say, not so well done. And what is so compelling about this discussion is that Mr. Price

pulls back the covers on the hypocrisy of mainstream christian belief in the face of what the bible

itself says. Many of us know intuitively that what modern christians "believe" is very, VERY different



from what Jesus and the bible (old and new testaments) actually teach. Modern christians have, in

effect, made up their own version of christianity that has little to nothing to do with Jesus or his

teachings. This is a compelling yet embarrassing development. For once you lose the connection to

the original teachings and once you ignore the words of the bible itself - what are you left with?

What indeed. Not much. So the interesting phenomenon is not so much that the bible and the

teachings of Jesus have become irrelevant, inconvenient, obsolete, but the gyrations that modern

christians must go through to maintain their illusion that what they "worship" and believe - whatever

it may be - it is not christianity. One can see in the not-too-distant-future where modern christians

will abandon the bible all together as any reliable or authoritative source for their faith. It is truly

amazing.And what makes the amazing transform into compelling is that Mr. Price was once a

believer and defender of this faith he now, so accurately, contextualizes in this good book. He lost

his own faith after turning through so many gyrations himself as to wake one day to find himself

pretzel-like from defending the indefensible.Why is this same phenomenon not obvious to all

believers? Well now THAT is the interesting question isn't it.
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